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Abstract: This specification defines the 54mm x 39mm form factor and connector position for drives with the standard SATA connector. This form factor is targeted for, but not limited to, solid state drive (SSD) applications. The form factor is essentially a shortened 1.8" form factor with reduced area and the standard SATA connector located on the 54mm side. Mounting features are defined as mounting holes through the drive substrate that have a specific relationship to the connector mating interface and form factor. Variations include mounting options from either the front or back side of the drive substrate.

This specification was developed by the SFF Committee prior to it becoming the SFF TA (Technology Affiliate) TWG (Technical Working Group) of SNIA (Storage Networking Industry Association).

The information below should be used instead of the equivalent herein.

POINTS OF CONTACT:

Chairman SFF TA TWG
Email: SFF-Chair@snia.org

If you are interested in participating in the activities of the SFF TWG, the membership application can be found at:
http://www.snia.org/sff/join

The complete list of SFF Specifications which have been completed or are currently being worked on can be found at:
http://www.snia.org/sff/specifications/SFF-8000.TXT

The operations which complement the SNIA's TWG Policies & Procedures to guide the SFF TWG can be found at:
http://www.snia.org/sff/specifications/SFF-8032.PDF

Suggestions for improvement of this specification will be welcome, they should be submitted to:
http://www.snia.org/feedback